The pioneering work of Jones and Kauffman unveiled a fruitful relationship between statistical mechanics and knot theory. Recently Jones introduced two subgroups F and T of the Thompson groups F and T , respectively, together with a procedure that associates an oriented link to any element of these groups. Within this framework, we show that it is possible to use some well-known link invariants, notably the Jones polynomial, the two-variable Kauffman polynomial and the HOMFLY polynomial, to define functions of positive type on these groups. In the unoriented case, extending our previous results, we also show that certain evaluations of the Tutte polynomial and of the Kauffman bracket, suitably renormalized, are functions of positive type on T .
Introduction
In [14] it is introduced the oriented subgroup F of R. Thompson group F consisting of those elements for which the associated Γ-graph (as described therein) is bipartite. In turn, this is also the subgroup of F of elements for which there exists a canonical orientation on the associated link diagram Lpgq by means of Seifert surfaces (as explained in [14] , Lpgq is uniquely defined up to distant unknots arising from opposite carets). It is worth to mention that F is isomorphic to the Thompson group F 3 defined using triadic subdivisions [8] . In the sequel we will denote the oriented link diagram associated to g P F by Lpgq Therefore, it is meaningful to compute invariants of oriented links on the elements of F , after a suitable normalization to get rid of the distant unknots. We thus introduce the Jones function V g ptq, that is equal to the Jones polynomial V Lpgq ptq up to a multiplicative factor ensuring that it is well-defined as a function on F .
In [1] we proved that the renormalized Kauffman bracket, agreeing with xLpgqypAq up to a suitable factor, provides a function of positive type on F for certain special values of the variable A, which actually form a finite set of roots of unity. Therefore, in view of the close relationship between the Kauffman bracket and the Jones polynomial, a natural question is whether also the Jones function V g ptq gives rise to functions of positive type on F , at least for some specific values of the variable t. In this paper we take up this issue and answer this question in the affirmative. A bit unexpectedly, the evaluations selected in this way correspond to specific values of the Jones polynomial that have already attracted some interest in the literature, mainly because they admit a geometrical interpretation. Moreover, proceeding along similar lines, we are able to extend the arguments to cover also some specialisations of the (renormalized) two-variable Kauffman polynomial and the Homfly polynomial.
A major ingredient in the proof of these results is the possibility to represent these invariants as partition functions of suitably defined statistical mechanical models.
It is also natural to investigate analogous problems for the larger groups T Ă T . We show that all the results about the Tutte polynomial and the Kauffman bracket obtained in [1] remain true without modifications for T , as well as those about the Jones polynomial for T .
In a continuation of this project, one might also determine which evaluations of the Jones function (or of some closely related function) belong to the linear span of the functions of positive type, namely they lie in the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra Bp F q, or even in some other space of multipliers. All in all, one might wonder whether this circle of ideas from low-dimensional topology may provide any valuable information on the various multiplier spaces of F (and F ). We plan to return to these issues elsewhere.
Preliminaries
This section is devoted to indroducing the definition of the Jones-Thompson group F and recalling the fundamental properties of some polynomial invariants for oriented links. In the first place (see [5] ) we recall that the group T can be defined as the group generated by two families of elements tx n u ně0 and tc n u ně0 such that 1. x j x i " x i x j`1 if i ă j 2. x k c n`1 " c n x k`1 if k ă n 3. c n x 0 " c 2 n`1 4. c n " x n c n`1 2 5. c n`2 n " 1 .
The group F is the subgroup of T generated by the tx n u ně0 .
In [14, Section 4] , Jones associates to any element g P T , represented by a pair of bifurcating trees without cancelling carets, a certain graph Γpgq. The Jones-Thompson group can then be defined as follows:
F :" tg P F |Chr Γpgq p2q " 2u , where Chr Γ denotes the chromatic polynomial of the graph Γ. Golan and Sapir proved that this group is finitely generated exhibiting some generators ( [8] , Lemma 4.6), namely x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Moreover, using also the fact that these elements satisfy the defining relations of the generators of F 3 they actually showed that indeed F is isomorphic to the Thompson group F 3 [8, Lemma 4.7] .
Using Γpgq, Jones ([14] ) discovered a way to associate an oriented link to any element of the Jones-Thompson group. We briefly outline this procedure in the following example.
Example 2.1. Being F a subgroup of F , any element of F can be represented by a pair of trees. Consider the following element of F , the associated Γ-graph and the corresponding medial graph 5. c n`2 n " 1 .
The group F is the subgroup of T generated by the tx n u n•0 .
In [14, Section 4] , Jones associates to any element g P T , represented by a pair of bifurcating trees without cancelling carets, a certain graph pgq. The Jones-Thompson group can then be defined as follows:
where Chr denotes the chromatic polynomial of the graph . Golan and Sapir proved that this group is finitely generated exhibiting some generators ( [8] , Lemma 4.6), namely x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Moreover, using also the fact that these elements satisfy the defining relations of the generators of F 3 they actually showed that indeedF is isomorphic to the Thompson group F 3 [8, Lemma 4.7] .
Using pgq, Jones ([14] ) discovered a way to associate an oriented link to any element of the Jones-Thompson group. We briefly outline this procedure in the following example.
Example 2.1. BeingF a subgroup of F , any element ofF can be represented by a pair of trees. Consider the following element ofF , the associated -graph and the corresponding medial graph Indeed, this is an element ofF as it can be easily seen that the associated -graph is bipartite. The corresponding link diagram, depicted below, can be recognized to represent an oriented Hopf link. Now we consider some polynomial invariants of oriented links. The Homfly polynomial and Jones polynomial are Laurent polynomial satisfying the so-called skein relations, namely " t´1V ptq´tV ptq " pt 1{2´t´1{2 qV Ò ↵P p↵, zq´↵´1P p↵, zq´zP Ò p↵, zq " 0.
Indeed, this is an element of F as it can be easily seen that the associated Γ-graph is bipartite. The corresponding link diagram, depicted below, can be recognized to represent an oriented Hopf link.
5. c n`2 n " 1 .
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Now we consider some polynomial invariants of oriented links. The Homfly polynomial and Jones polynomial are Laurent polynomial satisfying the so-called skein relations, namely "
The 2-variable Kauffman polynomial, the Homfly polynomial and the Jones polynomial satisfy the following properties "
For g P F , represented by a pair of trees pT`, T´q with n leaves, we define the 2-variables Kauffman function, the Homfly function and the Jones function, respectively, by F g pa, xq :" F LpT`,T´q pa, xqrpa´1`aqx´1´1s´n`1 , P g pα, zq :" P LpT`,T´q pα, zqrpα´α´1q{zs´n`1,
Therefore, the maps g Þ Ñ F g pa, xq, g Þ Ñ P g pα, zq and g Þ Ñ V g ptq are well-defined on F for all the values of the involved parameters.
In the sequel, we will repeatedly use the well-known fact that a matrix A P M r pCq is positive if and only if there exist a Hilbert space H and vectors v 1 , . . . , v r P H such that pa ij q " pxv i , v j yq, see e.g. [3] , p. 2.
3 On the Jones polynomial as a function on F Building upon our previous work [1] , we now focus on the problem of determining for which specialisations of the variable the Jones polynomial gives rise to a positive type function on F . A first result in this direction comes from the notion of 3-colourings (see [10] , p. 162).
We proved in [1] that the number of n-colourings Col n defines a positive definite function on F . Moreover, it has been observed in [21, Theorem 1.13 
where F L pa, xq denotes the two-variable Kauffman polynomial. Therefore, we immediately obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.1. The functions |V g pe πi{3 q| 2 and |F g p1,´1q| are of positive type on F . In particular they are of positive type on F .
Notice that in the previous statement we have considered |V g pe πi{3 q| 2 with g P F since, for t a complex number of modulus one, |V L ptq| is actually independent of the orientation of the components of the link L (see e.g. [17, p.26] ), as well as |F L p1,´1q|.
It is well-known that for an oriented link L, V L ptq coincides with p´A 3 q´w rp Lq xLypAq for t´1 {4 " A. We proved in [1] that the Kauffman bracket function is of positive type on F when evaluated at certain roots of unity. In order to examine the issue whether the Jones polynomial gives rise to a function of positive type, one runs into the corresponding problem for the factor p´A 3 q´w rp Lq , where wr is the writhe number. At first sight, it may seem unlikely that this function is of positive type for all values of A. However, this function is trivially of positive type when A "´1 (see Remark 3.7), so it is certainly meaningful to ask for which values of A it is actually of positive type. Given an element g P F , consider the family of links associated to g. All these links differ by the addition of distant unknots. The writhe computed on any of these links assumes always the same value. Therefore, we have a (well defined) writhe function wrpgq :" wrp Lpgqq, where Lpgq denotes any oriented link associated to g P F , and it makes sense to consider the function p´A 3 q´w rp Lpgq on F , such that
where the Kauffman bracket function is defined as 1 xgypAq " xLpgqyp´A 2´A´2 q´n`1. We will also need the following facts, that will be used hereafter without further mention.
Remark 3.2. We stress that the Jones polynomial takes values in the ring Zrt˘1 {4 s and the symbol t actually stands for pt 1{4 q 4 . Moreover it can be proved that actually V L ptq P Zrt˘1 {2 s, so when one wants to evaluate the Jones polynomial at a specific point, it is necessary to specify the value of t 1{2 " A´2, not just of t. As a matter of fact, the Jones polynomial of an oriented link is a Laurent polynomial in t if the number of components is odd, while it is the product of such a polynomial with ? t otherwise.
We are now ready to show that the writhe function is a homomorphism wr : F Ñ Z. Similarly to [1] , given g " gpT`, T´q P F , the associated oriented link LpgpT`, T´qq may be decomposed in the two upper and lower halves, that is LpgpT`, T´qq " p L`pT`q, L´pT´qq, hereafter called oriented semi-links. We thus have wrp Lpgqq " wrp L`pT`qq`wrp L´pT´qq. Proposition 3.3. For any g, h P F , we have that wrpghq " wrpgq`wrphq.
Proof. We begin recalling the procedure used by Jones to endow the Seifert surface associated to Lpgq with a canonical orientation. Each element of F has associated Γ-graph that admits two 2-colourings by the two colours˘. By convention we choose the colouring such that the first vertex on the left has colour`. We consider the shading of a link diagram associated to g (as usual the outer region is white). The surface can then be obtained by gluing the shaded regions with suitably twisted strips. Indeed any such region corresponds to a vertex of the Γ-graph, and its orientation is determined by the colour assigned to the vertex, namely counterclockwise if the colour is`and clockwise in the other case. In particular, it follows that the orientation of the boundary strands of the upper semi-link is determined by the colouring via the rule`"OE,´"Ö.
Therefore, if we now consider g " gpT`, T q and h " gpT, T´q then gh " gpT`, T´q and it is easy to see that wrp LpgpT`, T" wrp L`pT`qq`wrp L´pTwrp LpgpT, T´qq " wrp L`pT qq`wrp L´pT´qq "´wrp L´pT qq`wrp L´pT´qq where the negative sign of the summand in the last formula is due to the passage to the mirror image (cf. [1, Prop. 2.4] ; notice that the different orientation of the semilinks L`pT q and L´pT q does not affect the writhe number). Thus we get wrpghq " wrp L`pT`qq`wrp L´pT´qq " wrpgq`wrphq.1
Note that in [1] it is used a slightly different but harmless normalization for the Kauffman function.
Example 3.4. As already mentioned, the Jones-Thompson group F is generated by three elements x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Here are a pair of trees representing x 0 x 1 , the associated Γ-graph and medial graph Example 3.4. As already mentioned, the Jones-Thompson groupF is generated by three elements x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Here are a pair of trees representing x 0 x 1 , the associated -graph and medial graph
The associated link diagram is shown below, representing a two-component trivial link.
A quick computation shows that wrpL x 0 x 1 q " 0.
Lemma 3.5. Consider an element g " gpT`, T´q P F , where T`, T´have n leaves and denote by : F Ñ F the shift homomorphism defined by px i q "
Proof. First of all we make some observation concerning the pictorial interpretation of the map . The following pairs of trees represent g and pgq, respectively Thus, when one consider the associated link, the outputs di↵ers by the addition of a distant unknot.T here is an oriented version of the former lemma, namely mapsF intoF and, if g PF , then the oriented link associated to pgq consists of the link associated to g with opposite orientation and an unknot. Recall that the Jones polynomial is invariant under a simultaneous change of orientation of all the components. Thus we immediately get that V g ptq " V pgq ptq Proposition 3.6. The writhe function is identically zero onF .
Example 3.4. As already mentioned, the Jones-Thompson groupF is generated by three elements x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Here are a pair of trees representing x 0 x 1 , the associated -graph and medial graph Example 3.4. As already mentioned, the Jones-Thompson groupF is generated by three elements x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Here are a pair of trees representing x 0 x 1 , the associated -graph and medial graph
Proof. As px i q " x i`1 , Lemma 3.5 and Example 3.4 show that wrpx 1 x 2 q " wrpx 2 x 3 q " 0. As these elements generateF we get the thesis.R emark 3.7. For A "´1, p´A 3 q´w rpLq " 1 for anyL, thus p´A 3 q´w rpLpgqq " 1 for all g PF (obviously a function of positive type onF ). Hence, t " 1 and, recalling that VLp1q " p´2q cpLq´1 where cpLq is the number of components of the link L [12, Theorem
Proof. As px i q " x i`1 , Lemma 3.5 and Example 3.4 show that wrpx 1 x 2 q " wrpx 2 x 3 q " 0. As these elements generateF we get the thesis.˝ A quick computation shows that wrpL x 0 x 1 q " 0.
Lemma 3.5. Consider an element g " gpT`, T´q P F , where T`, T´have n leaves and denote by φ : F Ñ F the shift homomorphism defined by φpx i q "
Proof. First of all we make some observation concerning the pictorial interpretation of the map φ. The following pairs of trees represent g and φpgq, respectively Example 3.4. As already mentioned, the Jones-Thompson groupF is generated by three elements x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Here are a pair of trees representing x 0 x 1 , the associated -graph and medial graph Example 3.4. As already mentioned, the Jones-Thompson groupF is generated by three elements x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Here are a pair of trees representing x 0 x 1 , the associated -graph and medial graph
Proof. As px i q " x i`1 , Lemma 3.5 and Example 3.4 show that wrpx 1 x 2 q " wrpx 2 x 3 q " 0. As these elements generateF we get the thesis.6
Thus, when one consider the associated link, the outputs differs by the addition of a distant unknot.T here is an oriented version of the former lemma, namely φ maps F into F and, if g P F , then the oriented link associated to φpgq consists of the link associated to g with opposite orientation and an unknot. Recall that the Jones polynomial is invariant under a simultaneous change of orientation of all the components. Thus we immediately get that V g ptq " V φpgq ptq Proposition 3.6. The writhe function is identically zero on F .
Proof. As φpx i q " x i`1 , Lemma 3.5 and Example 3.4 show that wrpx 1 x 2 q " wrpx 2 x 3 q " 0. As these elements generate F we get the thesis.6
Remark 3.7. For A "´1, p´A 3 q´w rp Lq " 1 for any L, thus p´A 3 q´w rp Lpgqq " 1 for all g P F (obviously a function of positive type on F ). Hence, t " 1 and, recalling that V L p1q " p´2q cpLq´1 where cpLq is the number of components of the link L [12, Theorem 15], we get V g p1q " xgyp´1q " p´2q cpLpT`,T´qq´n where g " gpT`, T´q for some trees T`, T´with n leaves. It is thus natural to ask whether V g ptq is of positive type on F for t " 1, or even if xgypAq is of positive type on F for A "´1 (they coincide on F ). A positive answer to the first question will be given in the sequel.
Remark 3.8. It is not difficult to show that V g´1 ptq " V g p1{tq, since, for g " gpT`, T´q where T˘have n leaves,
where L denotes L with the opposite orientation, L˚is the mirror image of L and we also used that LpT´, T`q " LpT`, T´q˚[1, Prop.2.4] and [12, Theor.3] .
In the sequel we will make use of the following result, which has been obtained in [1] .
Theorem 3.9. Let Q P t2, 3, 4u and let A be any solution of the equation For several values of the variable t 1{2 , the Jones polynomial has topological interpretations (see e.g. [20] , p.383). For example
where M 2,L denotes the double branched cover of S 3 branched along L. We now give an interpretation for t 1{2 "´1.
Proposition 3.10. The following equality holds
Proof. We essentially follow the proof of the case t 1{2 " 1 (cf. Proposition 11.2.6, p. 228, [19] ). When t 1{2 "´1, the skein relation implies that
By Proposition 11.1.1, p. 220, [19] , we have that V O¨¨¨O pt 1{2 q " p´t 1{2´t´1{2 q cpLq´1 and the claim follows.G iven g " gpT`, T´q P F , where T`, T´are trees with n leaves, it is convenient to consider the integer-valued function cpgq :" cpLpT`, T´qq´n on F . Notice that cpeq " 0, i.e. cpLpT, T" n for every rooted tree T with n leaves, cpgq " cpg´1q and cpgq ď 0 for all g P F .
Proposition 3.11. We have that cpgq P´2N 0 for all g P F .
Proof. With the above notations denote by L the link LpT`, T´q. Let bp Lq be the number of black regions in the shaded diagram of L. Since we are only interested in the number of the components of the link, after changing some crossings whenever necessary we get a new link L 1 which is trivial. We observe that bp Lq " bp L 1 q. Denote by rp Lq the rotation number of an oriented link diagram (see [11] and the references therein). We have that
where we used the fact that the rotation number may be computed resolving each crossing ! and " as Ò, and that the number of black regions in the shaded diagram is equal to the number of the vertices in the face graph.A fter this preparation, we are now ready to state the main results of this section.
Proposition 3.12. The function V g p1q " 2 cpLpT`,T´qq´n is of positive type on F for g " gpT`, T´q, where n is the number of leaves of T`and T´.
Proof. Since the Kauffman function is of positive type (on F ) for A "˘i and, by Proposition 3.6, wr " 0, we have that
cpLpT`,T´qq´1
where we have used the relation V LpT`,T´q p1q " p´1q cpLpT`,T´qq´1 xLpT`, T´qyp˘iq in the third equality (see Remark 3.2, cf. Proposition 3.10), Proposition 3.11 in the sixth and the ninth equalities and the identity (1) in the seventh equality.P roposition 3.13. The function V g piq is of positive type on F .
Proof. Since the Kauffman function is of positive type (on F ) for A "˘e Since the Kauffman function is of positive type (on F ) for A "˘e´5 πi 12 the second claim follows by a similar argument or, perhaps more directly, by noticing that V g pe´π i 3 q is the complex conjugate of V g pe πi 3 q.F rom Proposition 3.14 one can recover the fact, already stated in Proposition 3.1, that |V g pe iπ{3 q| 2 is positive definite on F .
Combining the previous results, we have thus proved the following statement. 
On the 2-variable Kauffman polynomial as a function on F
The aim of this section is to prove that certain specialisations of the 2-variable Kauffman polynomial give rise to functions of positive type on the Jones-Thompson group F . We start recalling some results from [18] (also discussed in [9] ).
Let L be an oriented link. Its link diagram can be seen as a graph whose vertices are the crossings. We observe that every vertex is 4-valent. For each vertex x, we denote by pa x 1 , a x 2 q the upper string and by pa´x 1 , a´x 2 q the lower string. We assume that the four edges a x 1 , a´x 1 , a x 2 and a´x 2 appear in anticlockwise order. We define the following function w : Z 2ˆZ2ˆZ2ˆZ2 Ñ C wps`, s´, t`, t´q :"
Consider the partition function defined by
where the sum over the functions τ : Ep Lq Ñ Z 2 , called states of L.
Theorem 4.1. ( [18] , Theorem 1, p.339) For any C P C, the following equality holds
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 4.2. For any C P Rzt0, 1u the function F g piC´1, iC´iC´1q is of positive type on F .
Proof. Without loss of generality we can suppose that g i " gpT ì , T´q where T ì , i " 1,¨¨¨, r and T´have n leaves and g i g´1 j " gpT ì , T j q. A simple computation shows that, for a " iC´1 and x " iC´iC´1, the following equality holds pa´1`aqx´1´1 "´2.
By Proposition 3.6 we may omit the factor C wrp Lq {2. We have to prove that the matrix
is positive semi-definite. We have that
" p´1q
by Proposition 3.11. Since the factor 1{2 n is positive, we may neglect it. Thus we have to prove that the matrix pZ LpT ì ,T j q pCqq r i,j"1 is positive semidefinite.
We have that
where we have decomposed each state τ as pτ 0 , τ`, τ´q, τ 0 being a function on edges in common between the semi-links, τ`a function on the the remaining edges in LpT`q and τá function on the the remaining edges in LpT´q. For any τ 0 " pτ 1 ,¨¨¨, τ 2n q, the expression ř τ`śxPV p LpT`qq wpτ pa x 1 q, τ pa´x 1 q, τ pa x 2 q, τ pa´x 2defines the τ´th component of a vector v T`i n H " C 2 2n . The choice of the vector space C 2 is due to the two different values assigned to each edge. Thus, we may define vectors v T ì for all i " 1, . . . , r such that
It follows that the matrix´F
is positive semidefinite for any r, i.e. the function F g piC´1, iC´iC´1q is of positive type.L ooking back at Theorem 3.15, it is straightforward to observe the following fact.
Corollary 4.3. The evaluations of the 2-variable Kauffman functions
are of positive type on F .
Proof. The statement follows at once from Theorem 3.15 and the following relation (see e.g. [17, Prop. 16.6] ) between the Jones polynomial and the 2-variable Kauffman polynomial
q.H owever, a direct comparison reveals that only the first of these evaluations can be reobtained by means of Proposition 4.2, when C " i. All the other evaluations of the 2-variable Kauffman function in Proposition 4.2 do not refer to the Jones function.
On the Homfly polynomial as a function on F
In this section we examine whether certain specialisations of the Homfly polynomial P give rise to functions of positive type on the Jones-Thompson group F . We briefly recall a vertex model whose associated partition function is related to the Homfly polynomial [13, 22] . For a detailed exposition we refer to [11, Theorem 3.1], cf. [16, Chapter 8] .
Let L be an oriented link diagram. For k P N, the elements in Θ k :" t1, . . . , ku are called colours. The functions τ : Ep Lq Ñ Θ k are called states. Consider a 4-valent vertex with colours i and j as inputs, h and l as outputs. We define the following weights w˘: Θ kˆΘkˆΘkˆΘk Ñ C for positive and negative crossings, respectively, as w`pi, j; h, lq :"
w´pi, j; h, lq :"
Consider the partition function given by
where the sum runs over the state functions, wp¨q denotes the appropriate weight function, namely w˘if the vertex is a positive/negative crossing, rp Lq is the rotation number of L and sp L, τ q is a suitable integer depending on τ and the rotation numbers of some other diagrams associated to L. It can be proved that the above partition function satisfies the skein relation q k Z ! pq, kq´q´kZ " pq, kq " pq´q´1qZ Ò pq, kq and thus coincides with the Homfly polynomial P L pq k , q´q´1q. A simple computation shows that, for α " q k and z " q´q´1 as above, the following equality holds
This is an easy consequence of the fact that, due to the particular form of the weights, the only contributions to the above sum arise from the states that are constant on each component of the link diagram.
A related observation is that there exists the limit
Although for q ‰ 1 we do not get a positive definite function, we will recover such a function through this limit (after proper renormalization).
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem of this section, that extends Proposition 3.12.
Theorem 5.2. For each nonzero integer k, the function k cpgq is of positive type on F .
Proof. Suppose that k P N. Without loss of generality we can suppose that g i " gpT ì , T´q where T ì , i " 1,¨¨¨, r and T´have n leaves and g i g´1 j " gpT ì , T j q. We may neglect the positive factor 1{k n and prove that the matrix´k
is positive semi-definite.
But the latter matrix coincides with the matrix´Z LpT`,T`q p1, kq¯r i,j"1
. Now we have that
where we have decomposed each state τ as pτ 0 , τ`, τ´q, τ 0 being a function on edges in common between the semi-links, τ`a function on the the remaining edges in LpT`q and τá function on the the remaining edges in LpT´q. For any τ 0 " pτ 1 ,¨¨¨, τ 2n q, the expression ř τ`śxPV p LpT`qq wp¨q defines the τ 0´t h component of a vector v T`i n H " C k 2n . In view of the specific form of the weights, it is not difficult to check that
Using Proposition 3.11 we are done.B y comparison with the corresponding result about the Jones function (Theorem 3.15) we also obtain: Corollary 5.3. The evaluations of the Homfly functions P g p1, 0q, P g p´i, 2i sinpπ{4qq and P g pe´i π{3 , 2i sinpπ{6qq are of positive type on F .
Proof. The statement follows at once from Theorem 3.15 and the following relation between the Jones polynomial and the Homfly polynomial ( [6] , p.240)
which implies the equality V g ptq " P g pt´1, t 1{2´t´1{2 q. 6 Functions of positive type on Thompson group T We discuss the natural generalization of the main results of [1] to the Thompson group T , which is the group of piecewise linear homeomorphisms of the circle (the interval r0, 1s with identified endpoints) that are differentiable outside a finite set of rational dyadics and with slopes in 2 Z . We are going to prove that the statements about the Kauffman bracket and the Tutte polynomial obtained in [1] keep their validity also for T .
An element of T can be described by a pair of rooted binary trees pT`, T´q with the same number of leaves (as for F ) and such that, in addition, one leaf of T´has a mark, meaning that it can be joined to the first leaf of T`and then coherently identifying the remaining leaves in cyclic order.
But the latter matrix coincides with the matrix´ZL pT`,T`q p1, kq¯r i,j"1
where we have decomposed each state ⌧ as p⌧ 0 , ⌧`, ⌧´q, ⌧ 0 being a function on edges in common between the semi-links, ⌧`a function on the the remaining edges inLpT`q and ⌧á function on the the remaining edges inLpT´q. For any ⌧ 0 " p⌧ 1 ,¨¨¨, ⌧ 2n q, the expression ∞ ⌧`±xPV pLpT`qq wp¨q defines the ⌧ 0´t h component of a vector v T`i n H " C k 2n . In view of the specific form of the weights, it is not di cult to check that
Using Proposition 3.11 we are done.B y comparison with the corresponding result about the Jones function (Theorem 3.15) we also obtain: Corollary 5.3. The evaluations of the Homfly functions P g p1, 0q, P g p´i, 2i sinp⇡{4qq and P g pe´i ⇡{3 , 2i sinp⇡{6qq are of positive type onF .
VLptq " PLpt´1, t 1{2´t´1{2 q , which implies the equality V g ptq " P g pt´1, t 1{2´t´1{2 q. 6 Functions of positive type on Thompson group T We discuss the natural generalization of the main results of [1] to the Thompson group T , which is the group of piecewise linear homeomorphisms of the circle (the interval r0, 1s with identified endpoints) that are di↵erentiable outside a finite set of rational dyadics and with slopes in 2 Z . We are going to prove that the statements about the Kau↵man bracket and the Tutte polynomial obtained in [1] keep their validity also for T .
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Whenever convenient, we will use use the notation pT`, T´, c´q, where T`, T´have n leaves, c´P t1, . . . , nu and the mark is on the c´-th leaf of T´.
Concerning the group structure, the inverse of an element pT`, T´, c´q as above is described by the pair pT´, T`, n´c´`2q (for the elements of F , i.e. when c´" 1, we tacitly assume that n´c´`2 " 1 is understood mod n).
As for F , the representation of an element in T by (marked) trees as above is not unique, the freedom being that one can add or delete opposing carets. Multiplication of two elements g, g 1 in T can thus be performed by first choosing representatives g " gpT`, T´, c´q and g 1 " gpT´, T 1 , c 1´q so to obtain for gg 1 the representative gpT`, T 1 , c´c 1´´1 q (the last entry is defined mod n).
To an element g " gpT`, T´, c´q in T we can associate a signed graph ΓpT`, T´, c´q as described in [14] . This graph is obtained by glueing an upper graph Γ`pT`, c´q and a lower graph Γ´pT´q (independent of c´). As for F , by adding an opposing pair of carets, the Γ-graph changes by inserting a new vertex only connected to a vertex of ΓpT`, T´, c´q on its left by two parallel edges.
As usual, for any finite graph G we consider the Tutte polynomial T G px, yq in two variables [4] . We can thus define the Tutte function on the group T by setting T g px, yq :" T ΓpT 1 ,T 2 ,c´q px, yqpx`yq´n`1, g P T where T 1 , T 2 have n leaves and g " gpT 1 , T 2 , c´q P T , cf. [1] .
Theorem 6.1. The Tutte function T g px, yq is of positive type on T for y " e K , x " y`Q´1 y´1
and K ‰ 0.
Proof. Let g 1 , . . . , g r P T . Adding pairs of opposing carets whenever necessary, we can always suppose that g i " gpT ì , T´, c í q where T ì , i " 1, . . . , r and T´have n leaves. Hence, g i g´1 j " gpT ì , T j , c í´c j`n`1 q and we need to show that the matrix
is positive semi-definite. As in [1] , it is enough to show that the matrix
is positive semi-definite, where ZpG; Q, Kq denotes the partition function of the Potts model on the graph G (see e.g. [23] ). The leaves of the trees T ì come with a natural cyclic labelling by elements of t1, . . . , nu induced by numbering the leaves of T´in increasing order (recall that we join the first leaf of T ì with the c í -th leaf of T´). The vertices of the associated graphs Γ i :" Γ`pT ì , c í q come with a natural labelling by elements of t1, . . . , nu in increasing order. When computing the product g i g´1 j , the associated Γ´graph ΓpT ì , T j , c í´c j`n`1 q is obtained, up to a graph isomorphism induced by a cyclic permutation of the vertices, by glueing Γ i and Γ j (this is a consequence of the rules for c´).
Since the Tutte polynomial/Potts partition function is invariant under graph isomorphisms, it remains to show that the matrix
is positive semi-definite. But
14 For any σ " pσ 1 ,¨¨¨, σ n q, the expression e´K ř ijPEpΓ i q p1´δpσ i ,σ jdefines the σ´th component of a vector v i in H " C Q n , i " 1, . . . , r and ZpΓpT i , T j q; Q, Kq " xv i , v j y.
It follows that the matrix pT g i g´1 j px, yqq r i,j"1 is positive semi-definite for any r, i.e. the function T g px, yq is of positive type on T .A s in [1] , we define a Kauffman bracket function on the Thompson group T . We recall that the Kauffman bracket ( [15] ) is defined by the following skein-relation " x/y " AxHy`A´1x1y xOy " 1.
We note that this polynomial is invariant under regular isotopies. Since the addition of a pair of opposite carets yields a distant unknot, the Kauffman bracket function is defined as xgypAq :" p´A
where T 1 , T 2 have n leaves and g " gpT`, T´, c´q P T . We recall some results proved in [9] . Given a signed graph G. Denote by G`and Gt he subgraphs whose edges are the positive and the negative edges, respectively. For any i, j P V pGq, define the function
where σ i is the spin at site i. Set w`pσ i , σ j q " wpσ i , σ j q and w´pσ i , σ j q " wpσ i , σ j q´1. Consider the partition function defined by
w`pσ i , σ j q ź ijPEpG´q w´pσ i , σ j q , where the sum over σ runs over all the spin configurations t1,¨¨¨, Qu |V pGq| . Given a link L with link diagram D, we denote by F pDq its face graph (for a definition see [7] , p. 379). Then the following identity holds xLpDqy " Z F pDq .
We also notice that, for any element in T , the corresponding face graph and Γ´graph coincide, namely F pLpT`, T´, c´qq " ΓpT`, T´, c´q .
Theorem 6.2. The function xgypAq, where A is any solution of A 2`A´2`? Q " 0 for Q " 2, 3, 4, is of positive type on T .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, without loss of generality we can suppose that g i " gpT ì , T´, c í q where T ì , i " 1,¨¨¨, r and T´have n leaves and g i g´1 j " gpT ì , T j , c í´c jǹ`1 q. Therefore, it is enough to consider´xLpT ì , T j , c í´c j`n`1 qy{p´A 2´A´2 q n¯r i,j"1 and, after neglecting a positive factor, prove that pxLpT ì , T j , c í´c j`n`1 qyq r i,j"1 is positive semi-definite. We can use the partition function defined above in order to prove our claim, because of the identity (4) . Again, it is possible to consider a family of graphs Γ i such that ΓpT ì , T j ,`, c í´c j`n`1 q is (graph) isomorphic to pΓ i , Γ j q. Since the partition function depends only on the isomorphism class of the graph, we have that
where, for each i P t1, . . . , ru and any σ " pσ 1 ,¨¨¨, σ n q, the expression ś ijPEpΓ i q w`pσ i , σ j q defines the σ´th component of a vector v T ì in H " C Q n , i.e. the component corresponding to e σ 1 b¨¨¨b e σn . Therefore, the matrix pxLpT ì , T j , c í´c j`n`1 qypx, yqq r i,j"1 is positive definite for any r, i.e. the function xgy is of positive type.7
On the Jones polynomial as a function on T Jones introduced the oriented version of the group T , namely T :" tg P T |Chr Γpgq p2q " 2u.
It is natural to ask whether some of the results proved for F also hold for T . Clearly, the writhe function wr extends to T in the obvious way. First of all, we give a result similar to Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 7.1. For any g, h P T , we have that wrpghq " wrpgq`wrphq.
Proof. The difference with the procedure used for F is that in this case one has to consider the graphs Γ`and Γ´, then rearrange the graph Γ`and eventually draw a link in the usual manner. We want to prove that for any rearrangement of the graph Γ`, the writhe of the semi-link is always the same. This follows from the following observations. First of all we recall that each crossing corresponds to an edge of the Γ`graph. The type of the (oriented) crossing depends on the colours chosen for the two vertices connected by the edge. Consider an edge with left vertex coloured with`and right vertex´. Then the corresponding crossing in the Γ`graph is !. If in the new rearrangement the vertices have the same colours, then clearly the crossing is still positive. Otherwise we obtain the crossing ! and thus we still have a positive crossing. Now we have proved that the rearrangement does not effect the writhe and the main statement follows from an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Proposition 3.3.C orollary 7.2. The writhe function is identically zero on T .
Proof. In the proof of the above Proposition it was shown that in the upper (lower) semilink there are only crossings of positive (negative) type. This implies that the writhe of the link is zero.T he proof of the following result is omitted since the argument is the same used in Proposition 3.11. Proposition 7.3. We have that p´1q cpgq " 1 on T . Now, basically by the same proofs as for F , we obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.4. The evaluations of the function V g ptq at t " 1, i, e˘i π{3 are of positive type on T .
As in [1] , it is possible to define the colouring function Col Q pgq on T . The above Theorem and the fact that Col 3 pLq " 3|V L pe iπ{3 q| 2 then show that Col 3 pgq is a function of positive type on T . The matrix pcpg iji,j"1,...,14 is clearly symmetric (see Proposition 2.4, [1] ) and has the following entries
• cpg 1,9 q " cpg 1,12 q " cpg 2,11 q " cpg 6,14 q " cpg 8,10 q " cpg 8,13 q " cpg 13,10 q "´2;
• cpg 9,12 q "´4.
